Excerpt from Myth to Live By: Thulea, Ark of the IMAGO
At the end of “Druidism,” there would be born a single male child to the only surviving matriarchal
lineage of ancient Hyperborean spirituality. Androgynous, with the sacred powers of both female and
male combined for the first and only time in Druidic history, this male child would be called the last
Strobineller, paradigmatic Shiftmaster, assigned with the task of reconciling Man and Nature before
human-kind destroyed, forever, planet Earth, or vice versa. Born on December 30, 1953 in the Celtic
nation now called Brittany, Philip Savage is this male child.
Philip Sauvage grew up inside of an immemorial “super-shamanistic” tribe whose “powers” and “wisdom”
date back to the dawn of the Neolithic age and a clan that has been serving the Earth, the Forests, the Animals
and the “people” without interruption or adulteration since then. His people have been chased down and
ruthlessly exterminated throughout all those years, surviving (barely) to this day only due to fifty centuries of
deep underground clandestinity. Ultimately, Philip’s mother, grandmother, great-mother and he were the only
survivors of what he pathetically calls a “darn successful genocide.” Philip was, thus, raised to become, literally,
the very last of his own kind, bestowed accordingly with more additional “knowledge” and upgraded “power’
than any individual link of his very ancient chain.
Although the story of his childhood and “prehistoric initiation,” right in the middle of the twentieth century,
would make perfect bestsellers or blockbuster movies, from the standpoint of a child, his standpoint, “it was not
a dream at all, but a true psycho-behavioral nightmare.” Philip writes, “This heavy feeling of being some sort of
a second-generation mutant surrounded only by other mutants of the first generation is quite indescribable. So
was the burden of being “something” that important, with so many duties and so few rights….”
As the ultimate right-of-passage (or torture) after he had painfully but successfully surmounted all his
educational tests, he was ordered by his clan to annihilate the last traces of “ego” by accepting to live for real
what they considered should be his “ultimate nightmare” (remember the room 101 in the book 1984 of George
Orwell?). So he did, and became the youngest Lieutenant of his generation, working as counter-terrorist field
operative in the mid-seventies on behalf of the French government that, from the Breton point of view,
represented the oppression and colonization of his own country, Brittany.
Finished with this duty at age 24, Philip resumed his interrupted scientific studies, contributing then to the
advancement of “human knowledge” through his work in the field of Human-Paleontology (“PaleoAnthropology”) and in the domain of Behavioral Sciences (“Ethology”). In his thesis on human evolution, he
endeavoured to reconsider entirely the very principles of phylogenesis (in a Herculean thousand-page work). As
Dr. Savage explains, “Definitely non-Darwinian, verging dangerously on neo-Lamarkism, I described the whole
phylogenetic movement as a globally regressive yet selectively anagenetic (progressive) for a minority of taxa,
all of which being deeply embedded into a higher teleologic blueprint.”
Philip Savage then spent 25 more years setting up, proving, and implementing his own scientific fields.
Geosomatics and Ethiatrics (tuning in with one’s higher behavioral self) were dealing with life interactions and
health (in its higher so-called “Gaia” perspective). Subliminal Influentiality (as a science) and Subliminal
Distant Influence (as a technology) relate to so-called “Influence Technologies,” which form a domain classified
as “extremely sensitive” by all western governments. Shifting sometimes quite handsomely from one field to
another, he was given many opportunities to test his theories and his skills on more than 75,000 human and

animal subjects with an unprecedented rate of success.
Due to his unheard-of results (sometimes within the best government Laboratories and Universities in Europe),
he soon became an overnight “media star”, the subject of several hundred press articles on him or his work, every
year, and breaking all prior (and future) ratings on European TV. For example, Philip’s 12-minute appearance on
TF1 in December 1990 on one most popular talk show drew an audience of 12 million viewers, 25% of the entire
country of France, the equivalent of 70 million viewers by American standards. On another show, he won a
landslide debate with a well-respected medical professor receiving 82% audience vote over his opponent’s 18%.
His astonishing fame and reception by the people requesting his help had an overwhelming reaction on the entire
country, including the Maxist-Socialist president Mitterand, who perceived the outspoken Breton “Holy Healer“
as some kind of a threat.
Shortly after the most historic TV appearance in 1990, Philip Savage went to the North Pole (Greenland) to set
up his utopian Archeo-Futuristic, eco-scientific institute, a place unique of its kind in which all the last surviving
“shamans” of ancient tribal humanity would have the chance of being reconstructed, then work together with the
most advanced scientific pioneers, all on behalf of a new unified field of bio-consciousness in an attempt to rescue
our own Geoself—our Mother Earth—from its current fatal health condition. Also during those years, Philip tried
to help rescue all the endangered species by recycling the money he made in dealing with human health issues.
This rescuing of what is left of wilderness in this planet and the reconciliation of man with the Earth still remain,
today, his only agenda.
Philip Savage’s astonishing fame and reception by the people requesting his help had an overwhelming reaction
on the entire country, including the Maxist-Socialist French President Mitterand, who in person asked Philip to
treat his cancer, which the President was keeping secret from the French public. When the outspoken Breton
“Holy Healer” refused to take care of him, Mitterand’s highest respect turned to fury and then vengeance, creating
the 10-year political persecution nightmare for Philip Savage and his entire family.
Shortly after the most historic TF1 TV appearance in 1990, Philip Savage went to the North Pole (Greenland)
to set up his utopian Archeo-Futuristic, eco-scientific institute, a place unique of its kind in which all the last
surviving “shamans” of ancient tribal humanity would have the chance of being reconstructed, then work together
with the most advanced scientific pioneers, all on behalf of a new unified field of bio-consciousness in an attempt
to rescue our own Geoself—our Mother Earth—from its current fatal health condition. Also during those years,
Philip tried to help rescue all the endangered species by recycling the money he made in dealing with human
health issues. This rescuing of what is left of wilderness in this planet and the reconciliation of man with the Earth
still remain, today, his only agenda.
At the height of his European fame, while he was working in Greenland in 1991, Philip became the victim of
one of the most terrible anti-religion political conspiracies of the twentieth century, fabricated by one of the last
totalitarian states in Europe (similar to the ongoing persecution of the Dalai Lama by the Chinese government)
from which he was thrown overnight to the top of Interpol’s “most wanted.”
When he received news, in September 1991, of the illegal police raids on his offices and monastery and the
actual arrest of the most famous TV talk show host who had invited him as a guest, Philip realized his very life
was at risk. He left Greenland immediately for Canada where he was welcomed by the great Mohawk Nation,
whom he had helped in the past. Six months later, in March 1992, knowing that America is the only country with
enough ‘clout” to help him fight for his life, he entered the US to seek political asylum from the relentless criminal
attempts of Mitterand’s French government to have him extradited, and then “vaporized.”

After a US court hearing of great historical importance in which hundreds of the most significant and important
European figures testified on behalf of Mr. Sauvage to prove his complete innocence of the trumped-up charges
against him, the US Federal Magistrate Barry Ted Moskowitz vociferously denied the French government’s
request for extradition on the grounds of political, religious and ethnic persecution. In an historic 19-page decision,
the US Federal Judge completely vindicated Philip Savage as a Breton Holy Man and ruled that the French
prosecutor not only had presented NO evidence of a crime, but the French charges were not even illegal in the
US. What Philip Savage had been falsely charged with by the French government was the practice of religion,
which is fully protected by the US Constitution.
Judge Moskowitz concluded: “There being no probably cause to believe Sauvage committed the offense charged
and the facts established not constituting a criminal offense in the U.S., the present application of France for the
extradition of Philippe Sauvage is denied.... Feb. 10, 1993.”
Philip Savage’s successful fight against extradition and victory for religious freedom and justice drew the
attention and respect of many Americans—scientists, doctors, scholars, media, business professionals, celebrities,
politicians, government agents, and people suffering from health crises. He served them all for eight years more
in research institutes, clinics, academic settings, private offices and homes, building tremendous support for his
radical “green gospel,” his unprecedented science of subliminal influentiality, and his most significant
religious/political asylum case for permanent protection/residency in the US.
French president Mitterand, however, had not yet given up his personal vendetta against Philip Savage. Even
though the French government had lost their request for extradition, as soon as Philip’s asylum claim went into
the long US appeals process in 1995, a French court immediately held a farcical trial against Mr. Sauvage (AND
the famous TV show host!) in which they all again were falsely charged, and this time falsely convicted....
Knowing that Mr. Sauvage could not leave the US to defend himself, the result was a mandatory “in absentia”
conviction that stayed on his French record for 5 years, until in 2001, long after the death of Mitterand, this unjust
anti-religious conviction was automatically removed. It had, however, already done irreparable damage to Philip
and to his asylum claim, and contributed significantly to the subsequent illegal, wrongful deportation of Mr.
Sauvage on November 9, 2001 by the ignorant US immigration forces.
Despite an overwhelming outpouring of phone calls, faxes, and warnings from Congress persons, Senators,
State Department officials, doctors, lawyers, business persons, and a throng of supporters of Philip Sauvage, he
was gone.... whisked away on a weekend, before his attorneys had the chance to get to court and stop the underhanded, illegal deportation—a travesty of justice and an incomprehensible loss.
As the Washington Post astutely reported, America “had just relinquished one of its most valuable weapons in
the war against terrorism... a weapon with varied and highly relevant powers... Not a bomber or a vaccine but a
man, or more like a superman, named Philippe Sauvage, faith healer, spiritual leader of Brittany.”
Fortunately, when PS arrived in France the next day, he was met by a former colleague, the current chief of
police in Paris. Mitterand was long since dead from the cancer he had hidden from the public (which he has asked
Mr. Sauvage to “cure!”), the regime had changed dramatically in France (now run by Philip’s former boss, Jacques
Chirac), and Philip Savage was free to recover from the 10-year personal torture and persecution he and his family
had suffered and somehow survived.
Working “from a distance” with his recently founded organization, Catharsis, Philip was able to continue to
help many people in the US, UK and Europe, until in 2004, Philip and his colleagues opened the first office

outside the US, where people from all over the world could finally meet with him again in Switzerland.
During all those embattled years, Philip Savage wrote prolifically, in English... Books, articles, scientific
research documents—many of which are publicly available for free on his website (www.thulea.org), and the rest
privately available to associates and supporters.
Since 2004, Philip’s work as “spiritual physician” has continued to dramatically help hundreds of people and
animals; as scientist and father of Subliminal Influentiality, he has been able to solve some of our most serious
social and political crises; as “skeptic” researcher testing his Distant Subliminal Technology on severe fire burn
injuries worldwide, he has provoked proof, for the first time, of the existence of a “higher power,” that the
public can witness for themselves and scientists can confirm; as “Eco-Humanitarian Hero,” he has now begun
to gather and train those Gaitricians (healers of the Earth) and Warshals (special “counter-evil” agents of the
Divine Natural Law and Order) to help rescue and protect the children of the future, more-evolved, species.
Philip Savage says we need an Ark... a real one, and soon! Yes, our wisest leaders are right – the Earth will
survive and regenerate itself; it’s the humans who are out of time. But what they don’t know, even the wisest of
them, is that the Earth cannot survive long without its “praetorian guard,” its divinely ordained protectors, its
global immune system—the original human “Bio-Cybernetic Regulators.” The unfortunate fact: In the Earth’s
last battle for its own survival, the elimination of the human species, without a more-evolved, higher replacement
would eventually mean the death of the Planet itself (as was the fate of Mars).... But later.
Such is humanity’s ultimate crisis... for which Philip Savage has been “assigned” to bring the solution—the
“key.” Strategaia, his amazing “Earth’s Battle Plan.” The Ark of the IMAGOS, his ultimate rescue capsule. And
the Sapiential Bio-Institute, his unparalleled Archeo-futuristic Center, from where his most essential Life (and
Earth) saving science, research, and practice will usher in the new paradigmatic shift that shall change the
world... finally... and, for good.

Philip Savage’s Hyperborean (North Polar) Origins Rediscovered
In 1903, scientist, author B.G. Tilak of India published his ground-breaking thesis on The Arctic Home
of the Vedas claiming to prove that the ancestors of the Vedic Rishis lived in an Arctic home in inter-Glacial
times… and that the climate at the Pole during the inter-Glacial times was mild, and consequently not
unsuited for human habitation.” Tilak cites other scientists who confirm his claim: “Dr Warren, the
President of Boston University… in his learned and suggestive work, The Paradise Found or The Cradle
of the Human Race at the North Pole… has attempted to interpret ancient myths and legends in the light
of modern scientific discoveries and has come to conclude that the original home of the WHOLE HUMAN
RACE must be sought for in regions near the North Pole.” Tilak claims also that, “Two independent lines
of research [including American geologists] unexpectedly lead us to the same result… that the last glacial
epoch closed and the post-Glacial period commenced at about 8000 B.C.”
Part of Tilak’s theory has recently been proved according to The Times of India in 2004: “The North
Pole, synonymous with all things very cold, once had a subtropical climate according to scientists now
returning from the Arctic. The international scientific team… has recovered sediment cores from nearly 400
metres below the seafloor, in waters 2400m deep… [and] discovered that the Arctic Ocean once was icefree…. Said Professor Jan Backman, Stockholm University… ‘The early history of the Arctic Basin will be
re-evaluated based on the scientific results collected on this expedition.’”

